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Changes: 

Accounts (ALL) 

ACC ALL (14179) - VR 2.47 should compare absolute values. 

Accounts (EAFRD) 

ACC EAFRD (14161) - update version of WinCheckCSV 24.1.01 for Annual Accounts 2023. 

ACC EAFRD (14167) - Public Storage documents should be uploaded in SFC2021 and not SFC2014 anymore. 

ACC EAFRD (14191) - The attachment title of documents verified by WinCheckCSV is now automatically 

generated. 

 

Defects fixed: 

Implementation Report (ALL)  

AIR IGJ ETC IPACBC AMFISF (14159) - On create, the value 2023 should not be in the year list anymore. 

FIR ALL (14166) - In print table 3 the amounts of year 2023 are shown as «cumulativeTotal2016». 

FIR IGJ ETC IPACBC (14175) - Last column T6(IGJ) and T4(ETC/IPACBC) not populated in web and print. This is 

now fixed. 

Final Implementation Report (FEAD)  

FIR FEAD (14193) - The annual achievement values for previous Reporting Years were not copied from the 

Implementation Report of the previous Reporting Year to the Final Implementation Report. This is now fixed. 



 

 

Annual report (ENI-CB) 

AR ENI CB (14195) - The target value is not stored in the annual report during creation but is again retrieved 

from the linked programme version on display. Unfortunately, it was returning the target value for the 

indicator, whereas it should return it for the Thematic Objective / Indicator combination. This is now fixed. 

Financial data (IGJ,ETC) 

FD IJG (14180) - VR 2.11 for SAFE programmes was not checking against the investment priority fund. This is 

now fixed. 

Accounts (EAFRD) 

ACC EAFRD (14160) - In document overview section, documents not yet uploaded should not list the 

documents that are now submitted through SFC2021. 

Early Warnings 

EW (14192) - The creation of the “mail To” list wasn’t working as expected. This is now fixed. 

 


